We describe measurable Hilbert sheaves as Hilbert space objects in a sheaf category constructed from a measure space. These are quite useful for the interpretation of the direct integral of Hilbert spaces as an indexed functor. We set up a framework to put this and similar constructions of operator theory on an indexed categorical footing.
Introduction
The direct integral of Hilbert spaces, / Jf?(x)dix(x), exhibits both a measureindexed nature and a coproduct-like nature. The question arises: can a suitable universal property be found for it? For example, is it a measure-indexed coproduct? The answer seems to be no. More precisely, reasonable (from an operator theoretic point of view) categories of measure spaces do not have products. Constant families (that is, A of [4] ) would then be problematic.
However, we can make sense of 'measurable Hilbert families' and interpret the direct integral as an indexed functor to set up a systematic, categorical framework for this and similar constructions. Our project is to describe the elements of the diagram:
'approximate' classical indexed category theory well in this context by constructing a categorization and generalization of the direct integral. In this paper, we put forth an approximation where families are Hilbert space objects in a sheaf topos constructed from the measure space X: Hilb* = H\lb(Sh(X)). The construction 'Sh(X)' embeds measure spaces in topoi.
We wish to use actual measure spaces for the base. The plan is to determine how far classical measure theory can go in an indexed category setting. However, there are other possibilities for a base category. One might consider Grothendieck topoi as an appropriate base since these have finite products (and A). A similar possibility is to 'close up' the image of a measure space category under products in the category of topoi. These ideas will await future work.
One important aspect of our work here is the introduction of a suitable notion of measurable Hilbert sheaf (defined in Section 4.3). This will be a Hilbert space object in the topos. In particular, in Section 4.2, we describe how to construct a sheaf from the classical notion of a measurable field of Hilbert spaces. It is our motivating example of a Hilbert sheaf and is of interest to analysts.
The second major aspect of this work is to interpret the direct integral in the indexed categorical setting. For a Hilbert sheaf, H, we define J H as the set of 'square-integrable' global sections of H. With a suitable norm, this is a Hilbert space. The construction is functorial.
A certain special structure, called a disintegration, on a morphism of measure spaces, (j>, is enough to define a relative direct integral, /, H, as square-integrable sections on the fibres of <p (the essence of a disintegration is that the fibres of (f> are given measures, so that measurement in the domain is obtained by integrating fibrewise measurements over the codomain). This generalizes / e H and is also functorial. Moreover, f® is pseudo-functorial with domain measure spaces and disintegrations.
We conclude by discussing connections with indexed category theory. The elements of the above diagram become:
(1) HHb x = HiIb(S/t(X)), (2) <p* is the lifting, via an appropriate notion of Cauchy completion, of change of base
Sh(X)-^Sh(Y)
to Hilbert sheaves, and ,e (3) / as the relative direct integral. [3] Measurable Hilbert sheaves 191 and measurable functions. Measure spaces will be denoted by triples, (X, &/, /x), (Y, 38, v) , etcetera, consisting of a measurable space and a measure.
We will assume that singletons are measurable and measure spaces have finite measure. These are usually called 'finite measure spaces'. Two categories of measure spaces will be considered: DEFINITION 
A measurable function, (X, srf, fj,)-U-(Y, 38, v) is called measure zero reflecting or simply MOR if v(B) = 0 =4> ix(f~\B))
= 0. MOR is the category whose objects are finite measure spaces and whose morphisms are measure zero reflecting. is measurable and bounded and (
2) VAes/, H(A)= f fi y (Anf-\y))dv(y).

A disintegration is denoted by (X, s/, /x)--^->(F, 38, v)
. These form a category with identity as (X, srf, fi)-> (X, s/, /x) where 1^ is the identity function and i x is counting measure on y x = {A D l~'0O I A e ^/ } , the discrete CT-algebra on {x}.
For an extensive list of examples and basic properties, see [7] . Some useful results are: PROPOSITION 
JY Jf-'(y)
We next show that MOR does not have products, which is pertinent to the development of indexed category theory over Disint. PROOF. Any measurable function out of (X, si', 0) is MOR.
COROLLARY. MOR does not have products.
PROOF. We exhibit a contradiction for a particular example. Let ((0, 1), Jz?, X) be the Lebesgue open unit interval. Assume ((0, 1) x (0, 1), i f <g> _Sf, p) is the product in MOR (by the proposition, the underlying measurable space must be the product in Mble).
For each t e [l,oo), the function (0, l)-^>(0, 1); x i-+ x' is MOR. Then (0, 1) > (0, 1) x (0, 1), where i denotes the inclusion, is MOR. Thus, for each t, /o(Image(/,)) must be non-null since k(0, 1) is; t ranging over [1, oo) provides a continuum of disjoint, non-p-null sets, in which case, p((0, 1) x (0, 1)) = oo contradicting finiteness of measure.
3. Sheaves on a measure space 3.1. Definition Let (X, sf, ft) be a measure space. Sh (X) denotes the sheaf category whose objects we call measurable sheaves (see also [2, p. 25] ). The site has the poset (si/, c ) as underlying category and a countable family (A 2 A, e -&}T=i w^ t> e a cover of A e sf if fi(A \ (X =1 A n ) = 0. Representables become sheaves after passing to Sh{s//^Y). Indeed, we have: PROOF. It is straightforward to check that representables are sheaves for this topology. Suppose J(f is another topology for which representables are sheaves. We must show, for a J^-cover (A,), there is a countable sub-family (A, n ) such that (J A, n = A. PROOF, srf/<sV is a complete Boolean algebra and sheaves on such is a topos with the axiom of choice (see, for example, [5, p.215] ).
REMARKS. (1) We will implicitly assume that statements made in a measure theoretical context are 'up to almost everywhere equivalence.' Such a caveat is avoided in Sh{srfIJY) where the 'modding out' is done once and for all at the beginning. We use Sh{stf/^Y) and Sh(X) interchangeably but the latter is more appropriate for our indexed category theory setting. When the reader sees A, the context is Sh(s?'/JV). Otherwise, it is Sh(X).
(2) An example of the occurance of the caveat is the following: the corollary above suggests that our logic is essentially classical up to almost everywhere equivalence.
Examples and properties
We now list some objects of Sh(X) and Sh (srfIJ/). We have already noted that: Define / : |J n C n -> Y as follows:
Then f\ Cn -f n \ Cn by construction and / is measurable for if B e SS,
We need only show that this definition of / respects ~.
implies / n ,(x) ^ g n ,(x) or /""(*) ^ /", (x). Each of the latter two occurs on a set of measure zero and taking the union over n 0 , it\, we get / ~ g as claimed.
NOTATION. In keeping with our idea that the two topoi, Sh (X) and Sh {srf/jV), are interchangeable, we will also use M Y (-) to denote the similar object of Sh(X).
Two important special cases are: EXAMPLE 5. R(-) := M R (-) where (R, «5f, X) is the Lebesgue real line. In proposition 4.1, we will show that this is the object of Dedekind reals. Obvious measure theoretic constructions may not necessarily be interpreted as sheaves, however: 
REMARK. In a similar manner, C(-) is the associated sheaf of all the L p (-) presheaves.
efines a sheaf. This is similar to Example 4 above.
If we try disintegrations in a similar manner to Example 8, we do not get a sheaf. Before discussing a counterexample, we give a definition:
The second condition for ~ is that the measure structures are equal, fi y =a y , for all y e Y. PROOF. Restriction of a disintegration to a subspace yields a disintegration (see [7] ).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700000197 (COUNTER)EXAMPLE 9. Disint(-, Y) is not a sheaf. This is essentially the same problem as with L 2 (-). We may choose representatives for a compatible family (C n , (/", Olc) y )) where theC n are disjoint. PutC = \J n C n and define
where n is the unique index for which x e C n . Then / is measurable as in Example 4; (n\c) y is a measure for each y and j i-> (/x| c ) y is v-measurable. However, if the (AI|CJ>'S are bounded, there is no guarantee that these are bounded over n. Thus, Disint(-, Y) is not a sheaf. But, it almost is; everything works except boundedness. The extension respects ~ and even Axiom 2 holds:
We next give an explicit description of Sh(X) as a topos over Set. and rationals (that is, they are just A applied to the appropriate set). Arithmetic is determined from left exactness of A and is pointwise. For example, for p,q e
We noted in Section 3.1 that Sh(X) satisfies the axiom of choice. In particular, it satisfies the axiom 'supports split' [5, p.141] . Two interesting applications concerning real numbers arise:
Conversely, given a Dedekind cut (L, U), 'supports split' allows us to choose sequences q n e L and q n e U with q" -q n < l/n. For almost all x, these two sequences tend to a common limit f(x) e R x (/4).
NOTATION. R C denotes the object of Cauchy reals (that is, equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences in Q x ; see [5, p. 218] ). PROPOSITION 
R c = R x (that is, the Cauchy and Dedekind reals coincide) in Sh(X).
PROOF. We claim the canonical inclusion, with components R C (A)-A e sf, is an isomorphism. Let r = (L, U) be a Dedekind real. Sh(A) satisfies 'supports split' so choose a sequence of sections (q n , q") e Q^ x Q A such that q n e L, q" € U, and q" -q n < l/n. Then (q n ) G R C (A) and j A (q n ) = r so j A is onto as required. And so, j is an isomorphism.
REMARK. (1) The proof above is similar to [5, Example 6 .68] where it is shown that R c = Rx in the category of sheaves on a separable zero-dimensional topological space.
(2) Various entities of Q, R, etcetera are easily described in terms of functions. For example, the order used for L in Proposition 4.1 is '/(x) < g(x) on A' which means '/GO < g(x) for almost all a e A', < is an internal order. Thatis.RxR = R+| < |+
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700000197 C(-) = M c (-) is the complex numbers object. Taking the real or imaginary part of a complex-valued, measurable function yields a real-valued, measurable function and we have C(-) c R(-) x R(-). In [6] , Rousseau notes that a C = R x R is a suitable complex numbers object in any topos for which R c is complete (see also Section 4.3 for a discussion on completeness).
It is a straightforward matter to define operations which give C(-) the structure of a ring with involution. It satisfies the axiom of non-triviality [3] and is, in fact a geometric field (in which case, see [3] , it will also be a field of fractions and a field of quotients since Sh(X) is Boolean):
PROOF. The group of units is
We must show that 1 ->C <-U is a coproduct diagram. Specifically, we must show for an / e C(A), there is a cover {A, <^->-A} such that f\ Al € U{A t ) or f\ A . ~ 0. Consider the two sets A z = [a e A o | f(a) = 0} and A n = {a e A o | f(a) ^ 0}. {A z , A n ] forms a cover of A. Furthermore, f\ At -0 and f\A n e U(A n ) ( 1 / / is measurable on A n and will be the inverse g). In this section, we describe a sheaf, G, to be constructed from a measurable field of Hilbert spaces. We will use G and C as motivating examples for Hilbert sheaves. 
A sheaf from a measurable field
Hilbert sheaves (definitions and topology)
We use the above discussion about G, C, and the norm, as motivation for our notion of Hilbert space object in Sh(X). In this section, we define such and discuss topological notions such as completeness. Recall, there are two equivalent ways to describe distance in a Hilbert space. One is to give a positive definite inner product, (-|-), which yields a norm (via || • || = >/(•!•>) that satisfies the parallelogram law, Another way is to give a norm that satisfies the parallelogram law and define an inner product using the polarization identity, (f\g) = \\\f + gf -\\\f~ SW 2 
H(A)-^K(A), which is linear (r A (/ + HW g) = x A (f) + KW r A (g)) and bounded (there is a b e R j such that V7z e H, \\T{h)\\ K < b\\h\\ H ). This gives a category which we denote by Pre(Sh(X)).
REMARK. If r is bounded, we can find a b > 1 (in particular, bounded away from zero) such that ||T(/I)|| < b\\h\\. Furthermore, the restrictions p We next discuss completeness. REMARK. In a Grothendieck topos, N x = ] C e N \x, so a sequence is simply a sequence of global elements (that is, a function N->• F{X)). DEFINITION (1) A-convergent and A-Cauchy can be defined as the above with X replaced by A.
Let (F, d) be a metric space in Sh(X). (i) The sequence N -^> F ( X ) is said to be convergent if 3s e F(X)(Vk
(2) If X = 1, these are the usual notions for ordinary metric spaces. DEFINITION 
(F, d) is said to be complete if every Cauchy sequence in F converges in F.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700000197
PROPOSITION 4.6. R x with its norm-induced metric is complete.
REMARK. The classical proof that R is Cauchy complete involves a sequence of steps: (1) Cauchy implies bounded, (2) sequence implies 3 monotone subsequence, (3) monotone sequence and bounded implies convergent, and (4) Cauchy and convergent subsequence implies convergent. This does not translate to our case. For example, if s n ->• s pointwise, then we do not necessarily have a subsequence that increases to s. Proposition 4.6 will be proved in two steps: (1) s n Cauchy implies 3s, s n -> s pointwise and (2) s n ->• 5 pointwise implies s n -> s. We state these as lemmas for future reference. 
(\\s n (x) -s m (x)\\ < \/k on A,). In particular, {s n (x)) is a Cauchy sequence for almost all x e X (we can choose k to be constant). R is complete, so there is an s(x) such that s n (x) -> s(x).
Since s is the pointwise limit of measurable functions, it is measurable and there is an N such that||s(x) -SN(;C)|| < [11-Now, ||SJVOC)|| < oo, since s N e R x , which implies \\s{x)\\ < 1 + \\s N (x)\\ < oo so s e R x . 
(s(x)\g(x)) = linin^ooix \-> {s n (x) \g(x))
) is measurable. By Axiom 2 for measurable fields, s e <£ as required.
COROLLARY. C(-) is complete.
We end this section with a discussion about the completion of a pre-Hilbert space object. Many of the proofs mimic classical ones so will be omitted. They require some translation into the language of sheaves but this is not difficult. As an example of the techniques used, we prove Lemma 4.3. It exhibits an 'e/2 proof in this context. Ultimately, we will describe a functor DEFINITION 4.7. Let H e Pre(Sh(X)).
The completion of H, c(H)(A)
, is the set of equivalence classes of A-Cauchy sequences with (s n ) = (t n ) if and only if lim \\s n -t n || = 0 (this latter limit taken in R LEMMA 4.3. The relation '=' is an equivalence relation.
PROOF. Certainly, = is reflexive and symmetric: (-(s n -t n ) = (t n -s n )
and ||(-1)A|| = || -1 IIP|| = ||A||). Now suppose ||* B -r B | | ^ 0 and \\t n -u n \\ -> 0 in R+(A). Let£ € N j . There is a cover {A t } of A and 3M,-(Vn > Mj\\s n -t n \\ < l/(f21it) on A t ) and there is a cover {A)} of A and 3Nj(Wn > Nj(\\t n -u u \\ < l/\2]k on A'j)). Let Pjj -max{M,, Nj] and B, 7 = A t n A'j. Then {B, ; } is a cover of A and \\s n -uj = \\s n -t n + t n -u n \\ < \\s n -tJ + \\t H -uJ + for all n > P { j on B, 7 .
c{H){-) is a sheaf and operations on c{H)(A) are defined pointwise: 0 = (O)^Lj, -(Sn) = {-s n ), {s n ) + (?") = (s n + t n ), a • {s n ) = {a • s n ).
These operations are welldefined with respect to = . For example, suppose (s n ) = (s' n ) and (t n ) = (t' n ); then (1) a^a (2) a n ->• a,a n positive implies a nonnegative (3) a n -b n -¥• 0, a n -> a implies b n -> a use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700000197 (4) a n -> a, b n -> b implies a n -b n -+ a -b (5) a n -> a, b n -> b, , a n < b n implies a < b (6) R-^-R bounded, a n -> a implies x{a n ) -> r(a). 
\\(s n +t n )-(s' n +t' n )\\ < \\s H -s'J + \\t H -t'J
{A) converge in c{H){A). (c) Cauchy sequences in c(H)(A) converge in c(H)(A).
And so, we only need to prove the uniqueness part of the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. For H a pre-Hilbert sheaf, there is a Hilbert sheaf, c{H), which contains a dense, isometric copy of H. Furthermore, if K is another Hilbert sheaf with this property, then K is isometric to c(H).
PROOF. Suppose H = H c c c(H) and H = H z c K with H c -U-H z an isometric isomorphism. The isometry between c(H) and K is defined as follows: Given
We get ((/r 1 (h n )) e c(H). 
For H-^K in Pre(SA(X)), define c(//)-^>c(/sT) by c(T)(s n ) = {T(s n )). Then (s n ) Cauchy implies (T(s n )} Cauchy and (s n ) = (?"> implies (T(s n )} = (T{t n )}.
And so, there is a functor (which, in fact, is left adjoint to the forgetful functor):
REMARK. In Proposition 4.2, we showed that the Cauchy and Dedekind reals coincide in Sh(X). In view of the above completion process, we note that the Cauchy formulation is more useful for our purposes.
Another useful result which we state without proof (it is simply another e/2 argument) is the following: Since we are working in Sh(X), we must specify that the above integral is finite for any choice of representative of ||s|| (it is an element of R so may be considered as an equivalence class). It is easy to show that 'for any choice' may be replaced by 'for some choice'. We note that such choices are part of the price to be paid when working with the more index-oriented setting, Sh(X), as opposed to REMARK. t N and / are special in the above, hi general, u n -> u does not imply "n -^2 u(ii\\u Ni -u\\(x) < l / £ o n A,, then we do not necessarily have ||M W -U\\ 2 < e, say, on all of X; the Af,'s may increase (over /') without bound). In order to ensure 2-convergence, we would require some uniformity (a common bound) of the N t 's. There is, however, no guarantee that this second integral is finite. So, bounded linear transformations are not adequate to make / ffi functorial. We need a stronger condition on the bound.
(2) The set of square-integrable sections of H(A) has a Hilbert space structure, f® H, for each A e srf. And so, we get an element of FIAE^ H(A). This .c^-family is not arbitrary though, in view of the fact that the restrictions p A A , are uniformly bounded linear transformations.
Substitution
We next look at substitution and will consider the special case of A first. Recall from Section 3. PROOF. This is simply the statement that a measurable function is the limit of functions with countable image. / e C x can be written as / = g + ih, where g, h G R x and g and h are each the difference of two non-negative functions. Thus, let f(x) > 0 and consider 1, 2, 3 And so, substitution, Hilb(,S/i(X))*^Hilb(S/i(y)), may be defined as the triple composite:
We next give a brief outline to show that this makes sense (that is, that <p* preserves Hilbert space objects). Many of the proofs are left to the reader. <p* preserves finite limits so it preserves Abelian group objects. In addition, use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700000197 If B = {*}, this is the ordinary direct integral as described above. bounded (in x), yields a unique extension
Sh(X)
Michael
->K; s(x) i->• y~^ T(x)s(x). xeX
This does not give the adjunction since composing a bounded linear transformation with the inclusions, H(X) ->• / ffi H{x)d^i{x), does not give a collection of maps whose sup norms are uniformly bounded. But, L°°(X) is dense (in the topology of) L 2 (X) so everything works except at the 'last stage', that of taking limits. This is an interesting phenomenon worth exploring in more detail. For example, one may then explore this 'almost adjunction' in its full generality (with T e and (/>*). It is useful to begin with the special case above, however, for a more basic understanding.
